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We posit that the modern airplane is a social microcosm of classbased society, and that the increasing incidence of “air rage” can
be understood through the lens of inequality. Research on inequality typically examines the effects of relatively fixed, macrostructural forms of inequality, such as socioeconomic status; we
examine how temporary exposure to both physical and situational
inequality, induced by the design of environments, can foster antisocial behavior. We use a complete set of all onboard air rage
incidents over several years from a large, international airline to
test our predictions. Physical inequality on airplanes—that is, the
presence of a first class cabin—is associated with more frequent air
rage incidents in economy class. Situational inequality—boarding
from the front (requiring walking through the first class cabin)
versus the middle of the plane—also significantly increases the
odds of air rage in both economy and first class. We show that
physical design that highlights inequality can trigger antisocial
behavior on airplanes. More broadly, these results point to the
importance of considering the design of environments—from airplanes to office layouts to stadium seating—in understanding
both the form and emergence of antisocial behavior.
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ecent media attention has been devoted to the phenomenon
colloquially known as “air rage” (1, 2): a form of antisocial
behavior by airplane passengers becoming abusive or unruly, antagonizing crew members and other passengers, and endangering
flight safety. Such incidents can be emotionally traumatic for
passengers and staff, and expensive and reputationally damaging
for airlines (3). Although virtually no empirical research examines
the antecedents of this hazardous and increasingly common phenomenon, popular explanations for air rage include crowded
planes, frustrating delays, and shrinking seats (1, 2). We advance
an alternative view: the modern airplane reflects a social microcosm of class-based society, making inequality salient to passengers through both the physical design of the plane (the presence of
a first class cabin) and, more subtly, the boarding procedure
(whether economy passengers must pass through the first class
cabin). We hypothesize that both types of inequality on airplanes—
physical (presence of first class) and situational (boarding
location)—trigger antisocial behavior (negative, often aggressive
behaviors that are harmful to others) (4).
Since Durkheim (5), scholars across disciplines have investigated
inequality and social class. The influence of social class—individuals’ material resources and relative rank in the socioeconomic
hierarchy—is ubiquitous, and can affect critical outcomes, such as
health, well-being, emotions, and behavior (6–12). Economic
scholars often conceptualize class as socioeconomic status, comprised of relatively chronic and macrostructurally determined factors, such as education, income, and geographic location (e.g., refs.
13 and 14). Our theoretical account suggests that inequality also
manifests in everyday environments via both physical and situational factors. We argue that both physical and situational inequality
increases the salience of individuals’ rank in the socioeconomic hierarchy, and shapes individuals’ likelihood of antisocial behavior.
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1521727113

We define physical inequality as inequality in physical space or
amenities in the built environment; for example, companies might
provide cubicles for staff but private offices for executives, and
many public spaces, from stadiums to airplanes, have tiered seating
systems. Second, within environments with physical inequality, we
refer to variation in the salience of that physical inequity as situational inequality: for example, a floor plan that requires staff to
walk past executive offices to arrive at their cubicles, or stadium or
airplane seating that requires passing through the expensive seats
to arrive at the less expensive ones. Indeed, previous research
suggests that people’s perceptions of their relative socioeconomic status are influenced by situational factors (15–17) and
that the salience of inequality exerts an impact, as evidenced by
poorer health outcomes in impoverished neighborhoods that
border wealthier areas (18).
We argue that exposure to both physical and situational inequality can result in antisocial behavior. Our perspective extends
prior research on inequality in several ways. First, criminological
and economic research typically examines how variance in stable
macrostructural factors, such as socioeconomic status, predicts
outcomes, including violent crime and economic mobility (13, 14,
19–21); we show that in addition to such stable macrostructural
factors, even temporary exposure to physical inequality—being
literally placed in one’s “class” (economy class) for the duration of
a flight—relates to antisocial behavior, and that situational inequality—being reminded of economy or first class via the boarding procedure—further predicts such behavior. Second, building on
recent research demonstrating that increasing the visibility of inequality decreases prosocial behavior by relatively higher social
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class individuals (22, 23), we show that situational inequality increases antisocial behavior among both higher and lower social
class individuals.
We situate our research in the common experience of airplane
travel, suggesting that airplanes serve as a microcosm of classbased society that can expose people to both physical and situational inequality, resulting in greater odds of antisocial behavior in
the form of air rage. First, we hypothesize that economy passengers
are exposed to physical inequality when airplanes have a first class
cabin (compared with when they do not), and that air rage by
economy passengers will be more likely on flights with (relative
to planes without) a first class cabin. Second, situational inequality
occurs on airplanes when economy passengers board the airplane
from the front—necessitating passing through the first class cabin
and already-seated first class passengers—than from the middle,
where passengers typically walk directly into their respective
class. We hypothesize that such situational inequality increases the
salience for economy passengers of their relatively disadvantaged status compared with first class passengers; such awareness
has been shown to prompt negative emotions and aggressive behavioral scripts (24–26). Specifically, we predict that the odds of air
rage by economy passengers will be greater in planes with first class
cabins that board from the front versus the middle of the aircraft.
Third, we hypothesize that first class passengers are made
more aware of their relatively advantaged status (compared with
economy passengers) in the presence of situational inequality,
increasing the odds of air rage by first class passengers. Particularly when making downward social comparisons to the disadvantaged, research shows that higher social class individuals are
more selfish, entitled, and scornful (15, 22, 27, 28), psychological
states that foster antisocial behavior (29). Dovetailing with research demonstrating that increased visibility of inequality decreases other-regarding behavior among wealthier individuals
(23), we predict greater odds of air rage among first class passengers when situational inequality is present: when flights are
boarded from the front versus the middle of the airplane.
To test our predictions, we obtained a private database of all
incidents of air rage from a large international airline over several years (circa 2010) of between 1 and 5 million flights. (We
present a range to protect airline confidentiality.)
Results
Descriptive and comparative information on the onboard incidents that were matched to a flight is in Table 1. We first examined the base rate of air rage (i.e., the number of incidents per
1,000 flights). Supporting our account, air rage is relatively more
common in economy class on flights with first class (incidence rate
of 1.58) than flights without first class (0.14; t = 37.17, P < 0.0001).
The incidence of air rage in first class (0.31) is intermediate and
significantly different from the incidence of air rage in economy
with (t = −29.37, P < 0.0001) and without (t = 8.02, P < 0.0001)
first class.

We used binary logistic regression with robust SEs, and clustering on flight route, predicting whether or not a flight contained an incident of air rage in the relevant cabin and including
controls for commonly invoked explanations for air rage, such as
seat pitch (leg room) and seat width, delay amount, and cabin
space, as well as additional controls for flight distance, number of
seats, and whether or not the flight was international.
We first examined how our control variables related to air rage
(Table 2). In economy class (models 1 and 2), planes with larger
cabin area, longer flights, flights with longer delays, and domestic
(compared with international) flights had comparatively greater
odds of air rage. We did not find evidence that seat pitch significantly related to air rage, and seat width marginally predicted
lower odds of air rage in model 1 (P = 0.05), but significantly
related to greater odds of air rage in model 2 (P < 0.01). In first
class (model 3), planes with more first class seats, planes with
larger cabin areas, and longer flights significantly related to air
rage; seat width, delay length, and international/domestic did not
significantly relate to air rage. The effects of additional control
variables are in SI Methods.
We hypothesized that physical inequality—the presence of
first class on an airplane—would predict greater incidence of air
rage in economy. Table 2 (model 1) shows that the chances of an
onboard economy incident are 3.84-times higher when first class
is present versus absent (P < 0.001); dividing the coefficients
from the regression (1.3463 first class present/0.1419 delay
hours), presence of first class is associated with greater odds of
air rage equivalent to the effect of an additional 9-h and 29-min
flight delay. We also hypothesized that situational inequality—
boarding from the front of the plane—would predict greater
incidence of air rage in economy. As predicted, front boarding of
planes predicted 2.18-times greater odds of an economy cabin
incident than middle boarding (P = 0.005; model 2), an effect
equivalent to an additional 5-h and 58-min flight delay (0.7772
front boarding/0.1305 delay hours). Finally, our hypothesis that
situational inequality—boarding from the front of the plane—
would predict greater incidence of air rage in first class was
supported: front boarding of planes predicted 11.86 greater odds
of a first class air rage incident than boarding from the middle
(P = 0.013; model 3). (For models predicting first class incidents,
the coefficient for delay hours was not significantly different
from zero. Therefore we are unable to provide an estimate of
this effect in delay hours.)
We observed differences in the types of air rage in economy
versus first class. For example, incidents in first class were more
likely to be a result of belligerent behavior, involving a passenger’s expression of strong anger (36.3% of the incidents in first
class vs. 27.8% in economy class), whereas incidents in economy
were more likely to result from emotional outbursts (6.2% of the
incidents in economy class vs. 2.2% in first class; proportion
comparison z-tests all P < 0.01). These preliminary results are
consistent with research linking high status to displays of anger

Table 1. Description of onboard incidents
Disruptive passengers

Percent of
incidents (%)

Female
Male
Two or more people
Missing

23.83
72.49
0.66
3.02

Incident type

Percent of
incidents (%)

Belligerent behavior
Drugs
Emotional
Intoxication
Noncompliant
Sexual
Smoking
Other (e.g., medical related)

29.00
0.14
5.50
31.75
18.67
0.90
10.90
3.14

Cabin

Percent of
incidents (%)*

First class
Economy class
Missing

15.26
83.98
0.76

Data reported here are at the incident (rather than the flight) level of analysis.
*A t test between raw number of incidents between economy and first class is significant at P < 0.0001.
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Variable
Dependent variable
Dataset
Predictor variables
Economy seats
First class seats
Economy seat width (cm)
Economy seat pitch (cm)
First class seat width (cm)†
Flight distance in miles
Flight delay in hours
Cabin area (m2)
International flight (1 = yes)
First class present (1 = yes)
Boarding from front (1 = yes)
McFadden’s pseudo R2

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Economy class incident
All flights

Economy class incident
Flights with first class

First class incident
Flights with first class

1.0010 (0.0012)
—
0.9514* (0.0243)
0.9887 (0.0101)
—
1.0004**** (0.0001)
1.1524**** (0.0151)
1.1186** (0.0528)
0.6840**** (0.0681)
3.8431**** (0.4743)
—
0.1028

1.0031** (0.0014)
—
1.2175*** (0.0922)
1.0093 (0.0125)
—
1.0004**** (0.0001)
1.1393**** (0.0157)
1.1213** (0.0610)
0.7185*** (0.0720)
—
2.1754*** (0.6083)
0.0578

—
1.0342** (0.0139)
—
—
0.8147 (0.1101)
1.0003** (0.0001)
1.0526 (0.0468)
1.4777*** (0.1969)
0.8212 (0.1869)
—
11.8594** (11.8367)
0.0675

Values presented are odds ratios with robust SEs. The full dataset represented ∼150–300 unique arrival and departure airports,
and between 500 and 1,000 unique flight routes. SEs are adjusted clusters based on plane route (i.e., the specific departure airport
and arrival airport combination). All models include fixed effects for flight regions (suppressed for space but included in SI
Methods). Observations were dropped because they were in a flight region that had no incidents. Flights with first class present
are ∼46.1% of the population of flights. No flights without first class boarded from the middle of the plane. *P < 0.10, **P < 0.05,
***P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001.
†
Seat pitch data are not available because many first class seats had their own pods/beds.

and low status to reduced self-control (30, 31), and suggest that
the visibility of inequality may induce different types of antisocial
behavior among the relatively advantaged and disadvantaged.
Conclusion
Class-based seating is both more prevalent and more unequal in
recent years, with first class cabins claiming an increasingly large
share of total space (32). As both inequality and class-based
airplane seating continue to rise, incidents of air rage may similarly climb in frequency. Building on previous interdisciplinary
research on inequality, we demonstrate that both physical and
situational factors present in everyday environments are associated with dangerous, class-specific antisocial behaviors among
both the “haves” and the “have nots.”
Methods

these, we selected only those incidents that occurred on board and could be
matched to a flight record; we used these data in our analyses (see SI
Methods for additional details). The airline classified each incident by flight
number and date, and recorded disruptive passengers’ seating class, gender,
and incident type (e.g., belligerent behavior or emotional outburst).
We combined the air rage incident data with a proprietary database of the
population of flights from this airline in the time period (n = 1–5 million
flights). The flight database included flight characteristics (e.g., plane model
details and flight details, such as departure and arrival locations, delays, and
distance). Using the plane models indicated in the dataset, we coded the
physical layout of each airplane with readily available online information
from the airline, including seat and cabin dimensions. We operationalized
physical inequality on the plane by the presence or absence of first class on
all flights; we operationalized situational inequality by boarding type—front
boarding or middle boarding planes—within flights that contained a first
class cabin.

Our study was approved by the University of Toronto Ethics Review Board
(Protocol 32624) and did not require informed consent. We examined a
population of flights from a large international airline over several years
(circa 2010). We used a private database that contained all documented
disruptive passenger incidents during this time period (n = 1,500 to 4,000). Of
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